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Overview

What is this project?

What am I being asked to do?

How long will this take?

Welcome! We’d love for you to participate in
our first ever remote capture video and photo
story initiative. As PEAK Grantmaking
celebrates 25 years, we want to showcase
what truly makes us special: our people.
Now more than ever, our human stories
connect us. This will be a fun and safe way
to bring your story to life!

We’re looking to capture a glimpse into your
world and share your experience and
perspective on grantmaking with members of
the PEAK and philanthropic community.

Plan for 30-45 minutes to download and
familiarize yourself with the app, film and
take photographs and coordinate any
additional footage/images we may need.

Using an app called Cinebody, you’ll share
your enthusiasm by filming yourself
responding to a series of prompts (our “shot
list”). We’d also like you to take a few “B-roll”
videos of yourself, your life, your work, and
your environment. It’s a chance to be seen
and heard within our community.

Sound Bite
Interview prompts

What is
a shot list?
A shot list is a series of prompts to organize
the responses we’d like you to film. Shots are
divided into the three categories to the right
and are listed within the Cinebody app.
When it comes to filming, more is better!
The more angles, backgrounds and takes
you submit, the easier it will be for us to
produce incredible videos.
Filming your shot list should be fun. Think of
yourself as the star in your own movie. Be
creative and be yourself. Channel your inner
Steven Spielberg or Chloé Zhao.

Establishing
Scene-setting

Detail/Selfie
Close Up
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Sound Bite –
Interview Prompts

Happy 25th!
Wish PEAK a happy 25th anniversary! Introduce
yourself (your name, organization, role, location,
and/or how long you've been part of PEAK).
What do you hope for our next 25 years? Try a
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couple of takes.

PEAK Swag and Substance.
Grab a few close ups! Capture shots of PEAK
swag, your favorite Journal issue, your
organization's logo, a conference badge, or
tell us a deeper story about a meaningful
object. Help us bring these videos to life!
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Why I Joined PEAK.
Tell us why you joined PEAK. How did you
first learn about this community and why did
you decide to get involved?
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My Career Path
What PEAK resource has helped your career,
and how? Tell us how your career has
evolved alongside your involvement with the
organization.
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Favorite PEAK Memory.
Share your favorite PEAK memory. Tell us
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Anything Else?
Feel free to share any free form thoughts or

about a time you felt supported, inspired, or
simply had a great time with PEAK. Feel free to
keep it brief.

stories with us. The more footage the merrier!

Pro Tip
To get the best audio, record yourself with your phone at arm’s length.

Detail/Selfie –
Close Up

You’re the star of the show! We’re looking for the details, textures
and moments that help illustrate your Sound Bites. These shots should
be related to and support your story. Potential detail shots include:

•

Performing favorite hobbies/activities (a run or cycle, a craft, etc.)

•

Performing daily job functions (on the phone, Zoom calls, etc.)

•

Showcasing items that connect to PEAK or your personal story
(photos, mementos, awards, etc.)

•

Smiling or waving directly at the camera

•

Driving, walking or other transportation

•

Writing, drawing and reading

•

Using PEAK resources (reading the Journal, logging into
CONNECT, joining a virtual chapter event, etc.)

Pro Tip
Have someone else film you if possible and get creative.
This is where your story shines!

Establishing –
Scene-setting

Safely show us where you are. Capture your neat home office setup, your
window view, in your elevator or staircase, or even a stroll through your
neighborhood. These clips add context to the video and help us tell a
compelling story. Imagine you’re hosting a travel show—creativity wins!
Potential scene-setting shots include:

•

Your work setup (interior and exterior)

•

Your neighborhood (favorite café, restaurant, outdoor area, park, etc.)

•

Iconic landmarks in your city/area (statues, buildings, etc.)

•

Other places that provide a look and feel for where you live (local
language signs, local restaurants or food stands, etc.)

Pro Tip
Keep the camera steady and avoid sudden movements.
Take at least 5 seconds of video per shot, and don’t worry about the audio!

Remote Capture Program

Tips & Tricks
General

Environment and Lighting

• Please avoid writing out or reading from a script.
Look directly into the phone camera when you speak and
speak from the heart!

• For interview shots, video record in selfie mode (so you can
easily see your shot on your screen) at arm’s length

• Don’t be afraid to get personal with your answers.
Share your story and how you live the the Principles.

• For additional shots, video recording outdoors is encouraged
(a green park, a city center, any other distinct or interesting
backgrounds, as long as you feel safe filming there).

• If you can do so safely, please enlist a partner to help film you for
the detail and establishing shots. It’ll be easier.

• Don’t film close-up against a wall—a little distance between
you and your backdrop creates depth of field behind you.

• While we request most answers be given in English, we encourage
additional local language interactions where relevant.

• When inside, turn the lights on and open window shades.
Avoid standing in front of windows.

Remote Capture Program

Tips & Tricks
Technical

Dress and Appearance

• In the app, once you select the shot you are filming, press the red
button to start filming. Press the red button again to stop.

• Wear something you feel comfortable in. Dress like yourself.
No need for overly formal clothing.

• Recorded clips will auto-queue for upload and a green check-mark
will appear once uploaded. Don’t worry about deleting “bad” takes
that auto-upload, we’ll review everything and select your best clips.

• Your organization’s logo is fine, but avoid other logos or heavily
branded clothing, as well as hats or sunglasses when speaking
to the camera (unless they make you look totally incredible).

• Always film in a horizontal orientation and in the highest resolution
(this is automated on iPhones).
• If you encounter trouble rotating to horizontal view, try turning off
your orientation lock (go to Settings or Control Center).
• Don’t use headphones or visible recording devices when you are on
screen (use internal phone mic).

Getting
Started
If you don’t have iOS, we’ve got
you covered. You can always film
with your Android phone, or other
camera (even a drone!), and
upload the footage via the mobile
or desktop browser. Click here to
be taken to the mobile browser.
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Download Cinebody
Click here to download the app and join
the project (here’s the full URL to share):
https://cinebody.app.link/signup?join_code=peak
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Sign Up With Your Company Email
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Start Filming!

Be sure to accept push notifications so
we can send you direction within the app.

You will be put automatically into the
project. If not, enter project code: PEAK

For support
reach out to:

Overall Project Questions:

Schedule Questions:

App Questions:

General Filming Direction:

•

•

•

How do I install the app?

•

What should I say?

•

How do I record a video?

•

How should I stand?

What are we doing and why?

When should I finish filming?

Betsy Reid

Sara Sanders

Jake Brumbaugh

Adam Nemett

PEAK Grantmaking
betsy@peakgrantmaking.org

PEAK Grantmaking
sara@peakgrantmaking.org

Cinebody/Lumenati Productions
jake@lumenati.co

History Factory
anemett@historyfactory.com

We’re Here to Help!

Project
Checklist

Have I…
reviewed this Participant Guide?

downloaded the Cinebody app and signed up with
my work email?
reviewed the shot list and submitted video recorded
answers directly in the Cinebody app?

taken and sourced B-roll footage and uploaded it to
the platform?

enjoyed the experience?

Thank You

